Determining the associated metrics we get a local classification of contact metric three manifolds.
Introduction
It is known that a C ∞ manifold M admits many Riemannian metrics. Once such a metric has been specified, M has been given a great rigidity. This rigidity imposed by the metric on M distinguishes the subject of geometry and topology.
Riemannian metrics associated to a contact or symplectic structure have been studied extensively. They form an infinite dimensional space and each element of this space defines the same volume element.
The associated metrics of a three dimensional contact metric manifold are determined in the present paper through an explicit formula ((5.18), p. 12). This formula comes from the solution of a partial differential equation system ((5.8) -(5.12), p. 11) which we call contact system (Definition 7, p. 10). We introduce a special coordinate system (simplifying coordinates, Definition 10, p. 11) such that the contact system is reduced to a Riccati equation (5.16, p. 12).
Every contact manifold carries a contact metric structure, i.e. a Riemannian metric compatible with the contact structure [B02] . It is a classic result [MA71, LU70] that every 3-dimensional closed and orientable manifold admits a contact structure and hence, a contact metric structure. Thus the metric (5.18) represents the local geometry of the contact metric structure of these manifolds.
Concerning the existence of contact structures on open manifolds the result of Gromov [G86] states that a non-compact, odd-dimensional manifold carrying a hyperplane field with an almost complex structure, accepts a contact structure. Here we provide an existence theorem (section 3, Theorem 3) for contact metric structures on 3-dimensional orientable manifolds, both compact and non-compact. The proof of the Theorem 3 founds the above mentioned contact system (Definition 7) whose solution leads to the determination of the associated metrics. This theorem requires a Levi-Civita connection with a particular framing. Its premises are indeed met since there are many explicit examples of contact metric 3-manifolds satisfying them, e.g. the example at section 6.2 of this paper.
In section 6.1 we give an algorithm for the construction of contact metric structures in 3-manifolds. Finally in section 6.2 we give an example of a contact metric 3-manifold utilizing the algorithm and the simplifying coordinates.
Preliminaries
In what follows if f x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n is a smooth function then f i will denote the partial derivative ∂f ∂x i . If B is some n × n invertible matrix with elements b
, α = 1, . . . n, i = 1, . . . n, will denote the element of the i row and the α column of the matrix B −1 . In this section we collect some basic facts on contact metric manifolds. All manifolds are assumed to be smooth.
A differentiable (2n + 1)-dimensional manifold M is called a contact manifold if it carries a nowhere integrable affine distribution of hyperplanes. It can be shown that every contact manifold carries a 1-form η satisfying η ∧ (dη) n = 0 everywhere on M . It is well known [B02] that given η there exists a unique vector field ξ (called the characteristic vector field or Reeb field) defined by (dη)(ξ, X) = 0 and η(ξ) = 1. Polarizing dη on the contact 2n-subbundle D given by η = 0, one obtains a Riemannian metric g and a (1, 1)-tensor field φ such that:
The metric g is called associated metric of η, and (φ, η, ξ, g) a contact metric structure [B02] . The associated metric is not unique. A differentiable (2n + 1)-dimensional manifold M equipped with a contact metric structure is called contact metric (2n + 1)-manifold. In the theory of contact metric manifolds the symmetric tensor field h := 1 2 L ξ φ, L being the Lie derivative, plays a fundamental role. It satisfies
The equation h = 0 holds if and only if ξ is Killing with respect to the associated metric, and then M is called K-contact. On a contact metric manifold we have hφX = ∇ X ξ + φX and ∇ ξ φ = 0, where ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection and X is any vector field. If the almost complex structure J on M ×R defined by J(X, f
is integrable, then M is said to be Sasakian. A Sasakian manifold is K-contact and the converse is true only for 3-dimensional manifolds.
The sectional curvature of a plane section containing ξ is called ξ-sectional curvature. The element of the contact subbundle D over a point p is denoted by D p . If X ∈ D p we denote the ξ-sectional curvature by K(X, ξ). The sectional curvature K(X, φX) of a plain section spanned by the vector fields X and φX (both orthogonal to ξ) is called φ-sectional curvature.
If e ∈ D p is a unit vector then φe is another unit vector of D p orthogonal to e and {e, φe} is the so-called symplectic basis of D p . The triple {e, φe, ξ} is a basis of T p M 3 and is called φ-basis. Since there is a rotational freedom in choosing the symplectic basis it follows that if h = 0 at p, this basis can be chosen to diagonalize h. Such a φ-basis is called φ-eigenbasis. From (2.1) it follows that if he = λe then hφe = −λφe.
Let M 3 := (M 3 , φ, η, ξ, g) be a 3-dimensional contact metric manifold (contact metric 3-manifold ). Let U 0 and U 1 be two open sets defined by:
The closure of U 0 ∪ U 1 equals to M 3 , i.e. U 1 ∪ U 0 is open and dense in M 3 . For every point p ∈ U 0 ∪ U 1 there exists a φ-eigenbasis {e, φe, ξ} in a neighborhood of p.
Using (2.1) and assuming that {e, φe, ξ} is a φ-eigenbasis, it is not hard to prove the following:
Lemma 1 On a contact metric 3-manifold M 3 we have:
∇ e e = b φe, ∇ e φe = −b e + (λ + 1) ξ, ∇ e ξ = −(λ + 1) φe From Lemma 1 and the well known property
, we can prove the commutation relations of a φ-eigenbasis:
An existence theorem
A convenient way to establish the contact system (Definition 7) is through the proof of Theorem 3. So in this section we discuss this theorem and the contact system will be presented in the next section.
The theorem of Martinet [MA71] , improved by Lutz [LU70] , states that a three dimensional orientable, compact and without boundary manifold admits a contact structure. On the other hand the result of Gromov [G86] states that any non-compact, odd-dimensional manifold carrying a hyperplane field with an almost complex structure accepts a contact structure. The theorem of this section is an existence result concerning both the compact and the non compact case. Moreover the conditions of the theorem are local, hence they can be checked easily.
Let M 3 be a three dimensional smooth manifold. An absolute parallelism (see e.g. [KNO63] p.122) on M 3 is a global trivialization of the tangent bundle of M 3 . In other words an absolute parallelism is a 3-tuple of linearly independent nowhere zero vector fields {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 }, such that at every p ∈ M 3 this 3-tuple constitutes a basis of T p M 3 . If M 3 accepts an absolute parallelism then it is said to be parallelizable. It is well known that a 3-dimensional manifold is orientable if and only if it is parallelizable. In what follows ω k will denote the dual 1-form of e k , k = 1, 2, 3. Duality between tangent and cotangent bundle implies ω k (e j ) = δ k j . 2 (M, Z) of the vector field e 3 is not zero, then we have to introduce local charts. So on local charts define an almost contact structure on M 3 as follows: Set e = e 1 , φe = e 2 , ξ = −e 3 , and introduce the metric g (e i , e j ) = δ ij . Moreover set
where ω i is the dual vector of e i :
In other words e 2 = φe 1 , − e 1 = φe 2 , φξ = 0
It is well known ([B02] p. 53) that φ, ξ, ω 3 is an almost contact structure, hence the structure group of the tangent bundle can be reduced to U (1) × 1. The transition maps of the tangent bundle respect the metric δ ij since ξ is globally defined and the symplectic basis {e, φe} is transformed from chart to chart by the action of an element of U (1), since the plane field defined by {e, φe} is also globally defined. Now, from the well known identity
Since ∇g = 0 we have g (∇ ei e j , e k ) + g (e j , ∇ ei e k ) = 0. Putting i = j = 3 and taking account the hypothesis ∇ e3 e 3 = 0 we get:
On the other hand for j = k = 3 we get g (∇ ei e 3 , e 3 ) + g (e 3 , ∇ ei e 3 ) = 0. Since
Now, the only non zero component of Φ is (3.7) Φ (e 1 , e 2 ) = ω 1 (e 1 ) ω 2 (e 2 ) = 1 From (3.3), (3.4), (3.5) and (3.7) we get −dω 3 (e i , e j ) = f Φ (e i , e j ), and thus
for all vector fields X, Y . Hence the above defined almost contact metric structure φ, e 3 , ω 3 , g is not an associated one. Note further that Φ ∧ ω
In order to make the almost contact metric structure φ, e 3 , ω 3 , g an associated one, we apply the deformation (3.8)
Moreover we set e 1 := 2e 1 f and e 2 := 2e 1 f so that g (e i , e j ) = δ ij . Observe that after the deformation ω 
we conclude that φ, e 3 , ω 3 , g is an associated contact metric structure. Note that:
1. The vector field e 3 is divergence free since L 2 f e3 f = 0. Now using the fact that on
The commutation relations of the deformed φ-basis
, ∇ e 3 e 3 = 0 and g hX, Y = g X, hY (see [B02] p.53) we obtain ∇ X e 3 = −φX − φhX. Setting X = e 1 and taking account that g (∇ e 3 e 1 , e 1 ) = 0 we obtain (3. f Conversely let (M 3 , φ, g, η, ξ) be a contact metric manifold. Since M 3 is orientable it is parallelizable. Choose a parallelization {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } with e 3 = ξ. Consider the sets
On U 1 we can take e 1 and e 2 as eigenvectors of h with eigenvalues λ and −λ respectively. Then the conditions (1), (2) and (3) of the present Theorem are fulfilled since by hypothesis M 3 is a contact metric manifold hence f = 2 and ∇ e3 e 3 = 0. U 0 is Sasakian. Hence ∇ e3 e 3 = 0 and thus (2) is fulfilled. Condition (1) also holds due to the non-integrability of the contact subbundle D (if [e 1 , e 2 ] ∈ D then D would be integrable). Condition (3) is also true: From identity We seek a necessary and sufficient condition such that the basis {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } in (4.1) to be a φ-eigenbasis of a contact metric structure (g, η, ξ, φ) of M 3 . In terms of the structure functions c k ij these conditions are already found in the course of the proof of Theorem 3. These are (3.6), (3.12) and (3.13). Let us summarize these conditions: By the following Lemma, we will simplify the B-matrix: Proof. We may write on U :
where ψ are some other coordinates on U . We claim that ψ can be chosen so that the following relations hold:
and observe that, since g (e 3 , e 3 ) = 1, we have
Since g (e 2 , e 3 ) = g (e 1 , e 3 ) = g (e 1 , e 2 ) = 0 we must have
In view of (5.4) and (5.5) we see that the coordinates ψ 1 , ψ 2 , ψ 3 defined by (5.3) satisfy the claimed relations, namely (5.2). Then using (5.1) and setting
∂θ α and ω = ψ, the Lemma is proved.
The reduction
From Lemma 9 we see that there exists a coordinate system on U such that the B-matrix takes the form 
The relation (5.9) can be written as δ 1 = where K x 3 is a smooth function. Observe that the right hand side of (5.17) is a function of x 2 and x 3 in accordance with (5.12).
The contact form and the metric
Define the 1-form η by η (X) = g (X, e 3 ). In simplifying coordinates we have e 3 = 6 Construction of contact metric structures on 3-manifolds 6.1 An algorithm for the construction of contact metric structures on 3-manifolds
